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1 Gastly 092Ghost Poison Kanto With its gas-
like body, it 
can sneak 
into any 
place it 
desires. 
However, it 
can be blown 
away by 
wind.

2 Haunter 093Ghost Poison Kanto If you get the 
feeling of 
being 
watched in 
darkness 
when nobody 
is around, 
Haunter is 
there.

3 Gengar 094Ghost Poison Kanto It is said to 
emerge from 
darkness to 
steal the lives 
of those who 
become lost 
in mountains.

4 Marowak 105Fire Ghost Alola Regional When this 
Pokémon 
evolved, the 
skull of its 
mother fused 
to it. 
Marowak’s 
temperament 
also turned 
vicious at the 
same time.

5 Misdreavus 200Ghost Johto What makes 
it happy is 
imitating the 
voices of 
weeping 
people and 
scaring 
everyone. It 
doesn’t deal 
well with 
folks who 
aren’t easily 
frightened.
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6 Corsola 222Ghost Galar Regional These 
Pokémon live 
in warm 
seas. In 
prehistoric 
times, many 
lived in the 
oceans 
around the 
Galar region 
as well.

7 Yamask 562Ghost Ground Galar Regional The spirit of 
a person 
from a 
bygone age 
became this 
Pokémon. It 
rambles 
through 
ruins, 
searching for 
someone 
who knows 
its face.

8 Decidueye 724Grass Ghost Alola Decidueye 
can nock and 
fire an arrow 
at an enemy 
in a tenth of 
a second, so 
its battles are 
decided in 
the blink of 
an eye.

9 Oricorio 741Ghost Flying Alola This Oricorio 
has drunk 
red nectar. If 
its Trainer 
gives the 
wrong order, 
this 
passionate 
Pokémon 
becomes 
fiercely 
angry.
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10 Sandygast 769Ghost Ground Alola Sandygast 
mainly 
inhabits 
beaches. It 
takes control 
of anyone 
who puts 
their hand 
into its 
mouth, 
forcing them 
to make its 
body bigger.

11 Palossand 770Ghost Ground Alola This 
Pokémon 
lives on 
beaches, but 
it hates 
water. 
Palossand 
can’t 
maintain its 
castle-like 
shape if it 
gets 
drenched by 
a heavy rain.

12 Mimikyu 778Ghost Fairy Alola There was a 
scientist who 
peeked under 
Mimikyu’s old 
rag in the 
name of 
research. The 
scientist died 
of a 
mysterious 
disease.

13 Dhelmise 781Ghost Grass Alola After 
lowering its 
anchor, it 
waits for its 
prey. It 
catches large 
Wailord and 
drains their 
life-force.
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14 Lunala 792Psychic Ghost Legendary Alola It sometimes 
summons 
unknown 
powers and 
life-forms 
here to this 
world from 
holes that 
lead to other 
worlds.

15 Marshado 802Fighting Ghost Legendary Alola It sinks into 
the shadows 
of people and 
Pokémon, 
where it can 
understand 
their feelings 
and copy 
their 
capabilities.

16 Sinistea 854Ghost Galar The teacup in 
which this 
Pokémon 
makes its 
home is a 
famous piece 
of antique 
tableware. 
Many 
forgeries are 
in circulation.

17 Polteageist 855Ghost Galar Leaving 
leftover black 
tea 
unattended is 
asking for 
this Pokémon 
to come 
along and 
pour itself 
into it, 
turning the 
tea into a 
new 
Polteageist.
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18 Cursola 864Ghost Galar Be cautious 
of the 
ectoplasmic 
body 
surrounding 
its soul. You’ll 
become stiff 
as stone if 
you touch it.

19 Runerigus 867Ghost Ground Galar Never touch 
its 
shadowlike 
body, or 
you’ll be 
shown the 
horrific 
memories 
behind the 
picture 
carved into 
it.

20 Dreepy 885Dragon Ghost Galar If this weak 
Pokémon is 
by itself, a 
mere child 
could defeat 
it. But if 
Dreepy has 
friends to 
help it train, 
it can evolve 
and become 
much 
stronger.

21 Drakloak 886Dragon Ghost Galar Without a 
Dreepy to 
place on its 
head and 
care for, it 
gets so 
uneasy it’ll 
try to 
substitute 
any Pokémon 
it finds for 
the missing 
Dreepy.
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22 Dragapult 887Dragon Ghost Galar Apparently 
the Dreepy 
inside 
Dragapult’s 
horns eagerly 
look forward 
to being 
launched out 
at Mach 
speeds.


